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Can claims for 'wrongful life' be justified?
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Editor's note
The authors reject arguments by Professor_Joseph Fletcher
(author ofSituation Ethics) that in some circumstances
parents may be held responsiblefor producing genetically
defective offspring, but offer arguments oftheir own for the
same conclusion. Their arguments could, they suggest,
justify 'wrongful life' claims by the genetically defective
infant against the mother.

While researching this paper both authors were
postdoctoralfellows in medical ethics in the Program on
Human Values and Ethics at the University of Tennessee
Centerfor the Health Sciences.

In a well-known essay (1), Joseph Fletcher has argued
that compulsory controls on human reproduction are
ethically justified:

Trying to be responsible we have to calculate. We issue
drivers' licences, for example, even though the cars of
some will become lethal weapons; it is the price we pay
for motor transport. If we could tell which applicants
for a licence would be killers we would not license
them. It used to be that we had no way of knowing
which couples were carrying a common gene defect or
which pregnancies were positive for it. But now we can
know; we have lost that excuse for taking genetic risks.
To go right ahead with coital reproduction in many
couples' cases is like walking down a line of children
blindfolded and deliberately maiming every fourth
child. It is cruel and insane to deprive normal but
disadvantaged children of the care we could give them
with the $1,500,000,000 we spend in public costs for
preventable retardates (2).

While we may applaud Fletcher's motives and may
even agree with aspects of his conclusion, many por-
tions of his argument are suspect. First, Fletcher's
argument about licence applicants needs scrutiny.
Fletcher is clearly not only concerned with 'killer'

genetic states such as anencephaly and perhaps Tay-
Sachs disease and other fatal genetically transmittable
disorders. His reference to the financial burden of
maintaining 'retardates' indicates that he does not wish
thus to restrict the scope of his argument. If, however,
he is to include non-fatal genetic defects in his
argument then the relevant analogue is not a killer
driver but a killer-or-maimer driver. Furthermore, to
tighten the analogy still further he should be concerned
with our being able to tell what the probabilities are ofa
licence applicant being a killer-or-maimer rather than
with certain knowledge about this. Thus Fletcher's
argument, if it is to offer a real analogy with carriers of
fatal and/or non-fatal genetic disorders should be: 'If
we could tell which applicants for a licence would have
a high probability ofbeing killers or maimers we would
not license them'. That, however, is not an accurate
claim, for many drivers convicted of negligent
homicide are allowed to retain their driving privileges.
This fact has recently led to the formation of special
interest groups whose sole purpose is to cause the
enactment of stronger legislation against drunk drivers
(3). What these facts suggest is that the duty to prevent
harm to others is tempered by respect for the freedom
ofthe individual, even ifrisk ofharm to others is caused
in the exercise of that freedom. The relevant point in
the context ofhuman reproduction would be that there
is a presumption of noninterference with the repro-
ductive lives of individuals. It could be maintained that
the possibility of a defective child is the 'price' we pay
for the freedom we enjoy.

Fletcher's analogy involving the issuing of drivers'
licences is, however, more fundamentally flawed. A
licence to drive is unquestionably a privilege (4) or
benefit requiring special qualification; one has not
merely to be a competent citizen but also to take a series
of tests. And in the US a portion of the tests must be
retaken every few years. Given serious and frequent
transgressions of the law, the driving privilege can be
revoked. On the other hand, unless Fletcher is assum-
ing what he is attempting to prove, procreation is not
normally understood to be a privilege in the same
sense. Any competent adult may procreate (5). Even if
one opts for marriage and a blood test for syphilis is
required, no one can 'fail' the test. Persons suffering
from syphilis may still have children. Therefore the
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right to procreate seems more like a basic right such as
the right to vote, the right to free speech. the right to
legal counsel, etc, than merely an acknowledged privi-
lege such as driving. Of course rights are not generally
considered to be unconditional. One can legitimately
exercise one's rights only to the extent that they do not
infringe on others' rights. Fletcher attempts to capture
this aspect of rights be claiming that rights are really
'only privileges' (2). It is not clear, however, that this
contention clarifies matters. There could still be a dis-
tinction between rights and privileges even ifrights are
not unconditional. Rights could be those 'powers' that
any citizen ofa certain age automatically receives, with-
out having to be 'licensed' or take periodic tests. These
rights can be forfeited by transgressions of the agent
but no special qualification is needed to obtain them.
'Privileges' or 'benefits' on the other hand are not
automatically due to each citizen; not only can they be
forfeited, but one must initially qualify for the pri-
vilege. Licensing of qualified applicants indicates that
they have demonstrated capabilities that the ordinary
citizen is not required to demonstrate.

If the above remarks are plausible, it seems that, pace
Fletcher, there remains a distinction between rights
and privileges and that Fletcher has not proven that the
choice of procreation is a privilege. Finally, it seems
reasonable to claim that the choice of procreation, at
present at least, has the status of a right rather than a
privilege.

Moreover, care must be taken in describing the
decision to procreate. When a couple is at risk the result
of such a decision may be a defective infant. Fletcher
likens such a decision to the 'deliberate maiiing' of a
(presumably normal) child. It is surely doubtful,
however, that most parents intend to have defective
offspring as the term 'deliberate' suggests. They are
rather deciding to have children in spite of the risk,
though in certain cases this may be ill-advised. In
addition, Fletcher's analogy is misleading in another
fundamental way. To walk down a line of normal
children, deliberately maiming every fourth one,
suggests that were it not for this action the children
would be of normal health. This suggests that except
for the negligent parents' intervention, the affected
children would have enjoyed a healthy life. But clearly
one of the most troublesome aspects of severe birth
defects is that in most cases the defect cannot be
'separated' from the victim. If the victim is not born in
that defective manner, (s)he will not exist at all.
Alternative modes of procreation such as egg transfer
from a non-carrier donor to a carrier's womb avoid the
conception of a defective fetus at the expense of
avoiding the existence of that particular fetus entirely.
Thus it is not the case that parents who are carriers of
defective genes 'maim' pre-existing, normal children
by having defective offspring. Coming into the world as
defective infants would be the only way in which these
particular individuals would ever exist at all.

It might nonetheless be contended that it is a dis-
service or even an injustice to these individuals to bring

them into the world at all, even if nonexistence is the
only alternative. Since Fletcher has not succeeded in
demonstrating that the choice of procreation is a privi-
lege such as driving, an alternative basis for such a
claim is needed. In the discussion of Fletcher's views it
was suggested that the choice of procreation was more
plausibly understood as a right than a privilege. Even
so, it was noted that rights are not unconditional.
Generally speaking, people may not exercise their
rights if that exercise violates the rights of others. This
aspect of rights is captured in the legal system in both
the criminal and civil codes. Ifa person unintentionally
harms another, he may be subject to either criminal or
civil sanctions, or both. Very serious, flagrantly negli-
gent actions which involve less than benign motives
and result in tragic consequences can be the subject of
criminal neglect proceedings. Civil suits or 'torts' cover
most cases where one citizen, though benignly moti-
vated, through neglect harms another. It would seem
that ifparents who are carriers for defective genes are to
be held responsible for causing the birth of defective
children, it would be under the rubric of civil suits (6)
and that is the assumption which we shall now pursue.

II
Given our current medical technology and knowledge
of genetics, certain anomalies can be detected in utero,
for example, Tay-Sachs, Down's syndrome, spina
bifida, anencephaly, etc; and certain anomalies are
known to be hereditary, for example, polycystic kidney
disease. Furthermore, given knowledge that the fetus
is actually afflicted or is likely to be afflicted, appro-
priate action is available to circumvent the anomaly, for
example, therapeutic abortion, contraception or sterili-
sation. Finally, parents, by virtue of the special rela-
tionship which obtains between the physician and the
patient, have a right to information that they are 'at
risk' or have a fetus which has been determined to be
defective, and they have a right to information on the
availability of procedures designed to circumvent the
birth of a defective child (7).

Ifthe prospective parents are found to be at risk or to
have a defective fetus but are not properly informed,
the medical team whose responsibility it is to inform
the parents may be sued for being remiss in their duties
to the parents and for allowing harm to befall the
defective child (8). With respect to harm caused to the
parents, the medical team may be sued for the cost of
raising a defective child in excess of the cost of raising a
normal child for the same period, and also for the
emotional stress involved (9). Compensation for the
child, however, would have to be for suffering an afflic-
tion which could only have been eliminated through
the child's nonexistence.

Such 'wrongful life' suits, it might be claimed, are
fatuous (10). In order to receive money compensation
in a suit for damages based upon negligence it must be
demonstrated that one is worse offbecause ofthe negli-
gent behaviour (ie worse off existing in a defective state
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as a result of negligence) than one would have been in
the absence of such behaviour (ie not existing at all).
But surely, it is argued, it is impossible to demonstrate
that existence in a defective state is a greater harm than
nonexistence. Since we do not know the harm of non-
existence in comparison to the harm experienced by
this defective child, we have no way of concluding that
the affected child has, in fact, been damaged. Since the
burden of the suit rests with the plaintiff and damage
cannot be shown, there are no grounds for the suit. On
the other hand ifthere were some way ofreasoning that
the child would have been better off not existing than
existing in his condition, then grounds for suing on
behalf of the child would at least be established. Is it
really clear that such comparisons can not be made? It
would seem that comparison of the relative harms of
existence and nonexistence occurs every day with cases
of patients who will die unless they receive medical life
support. If a patient's life might be prolonged but not
improved and the patient's present state seems intoler-
able, then palliative care may become the only medical
concern and life-prolonging treatment may be withheld
or discontinued. In such cases it is presumably decided
that prolonging the patient's life would be more harm-
ful than not prolonging it. This at least seems like a
comparison between the harm of existence in a parti-
cular state and the harm of nonexistence. If this is
indeed correct, then since we make such comparisons
with respect to patients with certain medically deter-
mined anomalies, why should it be considered im-
possible to make such comparisons in connection with
'wrongful life' suits?
One argument might be that when removing or with-

holding life support, the patient's consent is often
obtained and consent could not be obtained from the
genetically defective fetus. However, we also remove
life support from patients who are no longer sentient
and have not expressed any previous wish to be re-
moved from such support (11). Although desirable,
consent is not necessary either for removing life
support or for making the comparison between the
harms of existence and nonexistence.

If comparison between the harms of impaired exis-
tence and of nonexistence is indeed intelligible, and
justifiable then it becomes clear that a mother might be
held responsible for 'wrongful life'. For instance, if a
40-year-old woman is found, through amniocentesis, to
be carrying a fetus afflicted with spina bifida, but
decides to give birth anyway, then the defective child
would not have suffered his existence were it not for the
mother's behaviour. In such a case, the mother could
become a defendant in a 'wrongful life' suit (12). Such a
'wrongful life' suit would be based on the claim that the
genetically defective child had been harmed through
the behaviour of others and that this harm could have
been prevented. The physician would not be respon-
sible if he had fulfilled his role in preventing such harm
by presenting relevant information and performing
tests and procedures where appropriate and requested.
Then it is the parents and specifically the mother who

can prevent harm by acting on the information that the
pregnancy is at risk and thus be held responsible for the
results of not acting to prevent such harm. This argu-
ment does not, ofcourse, justify Fletcher's compulsory
control ofreproduction - but it does show how parents
may be held responsible for the 'wrongful life' of their
genetically damaged offspring.

In conclusion, we have argued that Fletcher's argu-
ment purporting to demonstrate parental respon-
sibility for having defective offspring is defective. His
analogy with the privilege of driving was found to be
suspect on several counts. Nonetheless, we have
argued that such responsibility can be demonstrated on
the basis of ordinary thinking underlying civil laws
regarding negligence.
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